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Juniper Networks is pleased to introduce STRM 2010.0 Maintenance Release 2. 
This maintenance release provides you with several resolved issues and 
enhanced functionality.

This maintenance release includes changes to the deployment editor. For these 
changes to take effect, you must clear your Java cache before you access the 
deployment editor in the STRM interface. For information on how to clear your 
cache, see Clearing the Cache.

NOTE
Third-party RPMs are not supported on STRM systems. Before you upgrade to 
STRM 2010.0 Maintenance Release 2, pretest your systems to determine if your 
deployment includes any third-party RPMs. For more information, see the 
Upgrading to STRM 2010.0 Guide.

This document includes:

• New and Updated Functionality

• Technical Documentation

• Contacting Customer Support

• Resolved Issues

• Known Issues and Limitations

• Documentation Addendum

• Clearing the Cache

New and Updated 
Functionality

STRM 2010.0 Maintenance Release 2 provides you with the following new and 
updated functionality:

• Calculation-Based Custom Event Properties - This maintenance release 
enhances the custom event and flow property features, by adding support for 
calculation-based custom properties. Using calculation-based custom event 
and flow properties, you can perform calculations on existing numeric event 
and flow properties to produce a calculated property. For example, you can 
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create a property that displays a percentage by dividing one numeric property 
by another numeric property.

• Reports Interface - This maintenance release provides the following 
enhancements to the Reports interface:

- Business Hour Reporting - Using the updated features in the Reports 
Wizard, you can select your time zone and indicate the time range in which 
you want to collect data for weekly and monthly reports. This enables you to 
customize data collection for your reports according to your business hours. 
For example, for a given report, you may want to only collect and report data 
for 9 AM to 9 PM Monday through Friday. 

- Support for 65,000 Records - This maintenance release increases the 
number of rows that can be printed on a report. The Reports Wizard now 
provides you with additional options in the Graph drop-down list box. The 
new options include 25000, 50000, and 65000.

• Support for IF-MAP - This maintenance release introduces support for 
Interface For Metadata Access Points (IF-MAP) rule responses. In the System 
Settings window on the Admin tab, you can configure an IF-MAP server. Once 
the server is configured, you can use the Rules Wizard to configure rule 
responses to publish alert and offense data derived from events, flows, and 
offense data on the configured IF-MAP server.

• Quick Filtering - This maintenance release introduces the Quick Filter feature. 
The Quick Filter feature enables you to search event and flow payloads using a 
text search string. 

When using the Quick Filter feature in the Network Activity interface, 
parameters that are not located in the flow payload, such as IP address and 
port-based parameters, are not searchable in the Quick Filter search box. To 
filter for these types of parameters, we recommend you avoid using the Quick 
Filter options on the Network Activity interface toolbar, the Add Filter window, 
and the Edit Search window.

• Updated Kernel for Red Hat Enterprise Systems - For STRM systems 
running Red Hat Enterprise Linux, kernel-2.6.18-238.19.1.el5 is now the 
supported kernel for the prebuilt Endace Network Monitoring Interface Card 
drivers. For instructions on how to upgrade your Endace Network Monitoring 
Interface Card kernel and drivers, see the STRM Users Guide.

• Updated Browser Support - STRM now supports the following Web browsers:

- Internet Explorer 8.0 and 9.0, with Compatibility View enabled - For 
instructions on how to enable Compatibility View, see your browser 
documentation.

- Mozilla Firefox - Juniper Networks is committed to supporting the Mozilla 
Firefox Web browser. Due to Mozilla's short release cycles, it is no longer 
feasible to perform exhaustive compatibility testing on each Mozilla Firefox 
release. Juniper Networks has adopted a best-effort strategy to support the 
Mozilla Firefox browser, in which compatibility issues are aggressively 
tracked and corrected as they are reported.
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Technical 
Documentation

You can access technical documentation, technical notes, and release notes 
directly from the Juniper customer support website at www.juniper.net/support/. Once 
you access the Juniper customer support website, locate the product and software 
release for which you require documentation. 

Your comments are important to us. Please send your e-mail comments about this 
guide or any of the Juniper Networks documentation to:

techpubs-comments@juniper.net. 

Include the following information with your comments:

• Document title

• Page number

Contacting 
Customer Support

To help you resolve any issues that you may encounter when installing or 
maintaining STRM, you can contact Customer Support as follows:

• Open a support case using the Case Management link at 
http://www.juniper.net/support

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC (from the United States, Canada, or Mexico) 
or1-408-745-9500 (from elsewhere).

Resolved Issues This section describes the resolved issues in STRM 2010.0 Maintenance Release 
2:

Appropriate Information Messages Are Now Displayed When Connectivity 
Interruptions Occur on Your User Interface
Previously, if your user interface ceased to function temporarily, no information 
messages appeared. Maintenance Release 2 introduces the following information 
messages:

• Connection terminated

• Connection restored

You are not required to log in again after the connection is restored.

Network Objects Assigned a CIDR of 0.0.0.0/<n> No Longer Generates an 
Error
Previously, in the Network Hierarchy window on the Admin tab, if you assigned a 
CIDR of 0.0.0.0/<n> to a network object, the following error message appeared: 
There was a problem with your network definition. The IP/CIDR 
"0.0.0.0/2" (or equivalent) is invalid since it matches all 
possible network addresses. Please go back and try again.

This no longer occurs.
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Duplicate Search Results No Longer Generate If You Accidentally Click the 
Search or Filter Icon More Than Once

Previously, in the Edit Search window in the Log Activity and Network Activity 
interfaces, if you clicked the Search or Filter icons more than once, multiple 
search results were generated and listed in the Manage Search Results window. 
This no longer occurs.

CIDR and Potency Columns No Longer Sort Incorrectly in the Scan 
Scheduling Window
Previously, in the Scan Scheduling window (Admin > Data Sources > Schedule 
VA Scanners), the CIDR and Potency columns were sorted incorrectly. This no 
longer occurs.

User Interface Synchronization Issues No Longer Occur When Multiple 
Users Using the Same User Account Are Logged in to STRM at the Same 
Time
Previously, in rare circumstances where two or more users were logged in to 
STRM using the same user account, the user interface may not have synchronized 
correctly. For example, if User A added an event search item to the Dashboard, 
User B was not able to view the Dashboard item even after refreshing the user 
interface display. This no longer occurs.

Commas Are Now Removed from the New Event Name Field of Default Rules
A comma is not a valid character in the New Event Name field in the Rule 
Response window of the Rules wizard. When you create a new rule, if you attempt 
to configure a new event name with a comma, an error message appears. 
Previously, the default tuning template included default rules that contained 
commas in the New Event Name parameter. You were unable to edit these rules, 
because commas are not supported in this parameter. This no longer occurs. 

Sorting by Payload Column When Payloads Are Larger Than 1 KB No Longer 
Generates an Error
Previously, in the Log Activity interface, if you generated search results that 
included the Payload parameter, and then clicked the Payload column header to 
sort your search results, the search failed if the payloads were larger than 1 KB. 
This no longer occurs.

Filtering on the Username Column No Longer Produces Inaccurate Results
Previously, in the Log Activity interface, when you right-clicked an event in a 
search result list grouped on the username parameter and selected the filter option 
to filter on a username, the returned results were incorrect. This no longer occurs.

Replication of Large Databases No Longer Causes the QFlow Collector to 
Cease Functioning
Previously, replication of large databases from the Console to a QFlow Collector 
with small memory and storage capabilities, such as QFlow 1201, may have 
caused the QFlow component to cease functioning. This no longer occurs.
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Custom Flow Properties That Include Control Characters No Longer Result 
in the Filter Displaying Property = NA
Previously, when viewing flows grouped by a custom flow property that contained 
control characters, if you clicked the flow group, the Flows List window did not filter 
the flows properly. The filter specified on the Flows List window was Property = 
NA. This no longer occurs.

Next Run Time Parameter on Scan Scheduling Window No Longer Displays 
Empty or Zero (0)
Previously, in the Scan Scheduling interface, the Next Run Time parameter may 
have displayed the value of zero (0) or was empty for a newly installed and 
scheduled scanner. This no longer occurs.

Vulnerability Scanning No Longer Causes the STRM User Interface to 
Perform Slowly or Cease to Function
Previously, vulnerability scanning may have caused the STRM user interface to 
perform slowly or cease to function. This no longer occurs.

Override License Now Correctly Increases The EPS Limit on STRM 1601 
Appliances
Previously, after applying an override license on a STRM 1601 appliance to 
increase the Events Per Second (EPS) limit on the system, the EPS threshold may 
not have updated correctly and events may have continued to drop after the 
default EPS limit. This no longer occurs.

Restoring a Configuration Backup Archive on a Replacement Appliance No 
Longer Applies Old Serial Numbers
Previously, installing a replacement appliance and restoring a configuration backup 
on the appliance may have resulted in licensing errors, because the previous 
appliance serial numbers were maintained in the configuration backup. This no 
longer occurs.

New Custom Event Property Allows STRM to Parse Policy Field from Juniper 
Networks Firewall and VPN Log Source
Previously, the Juniper Networks Firewall and VPN log source added a new field 
format for the Policy field; however, STRM was unable to parse the field into 
normalized event information. This maintenance release adds a new default 
custom event property to allow STRM to properly parse the Policy field.

NFS Share and Mount Options No Longer Cause Issues with the Hostcontext 
Process
Previously, if your Network File System (NFS) server had the root_squash option 
enabled on the shared partition configured for STRM, the hostcontext process 
reported an error when setting permissions and did not start startup properly. This 
error may have caused other STRM processes managed by the hostcontext 
process to not start. This no longer occurs.
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Available Saved Searches List Now Filters Properly on the Group Option in 
the Edit Search Window
Previously, on the Edit Search window in the Log Activity and Network Activity 
interfaces, the Available Saved Searches list may not have been filtered properly 
on the Group option in the Edit Search window for a previously run saved search. 
This no longer occurs.

Filtering on IPv6 Sources with an IP Address No Longer Fails
Previously, in the Log Activity interface, the following error message appeared 
when applying a filter on the IPv6 Source parameter: There was a problem 
performing the query. Please try again later. This no longer occurs.

The STRM Identification (QID) List No Longer Updates Improperly
Previously, in the Log Source Event window in the Log Activity interface, when 
mapping events to high-level and low-level categories, the QID list updated 
improperly when you cleared the Browse by Category, Browse by Log Source, 
or QID Search check boxes. This no longer occurs. For more information on the 
updated Log Source Event window, see the Documentation Addendum.

Extended Log Source License Limit No Longer Reached Incorrectly on 
Managed Hosts
Previously, after installing a new license with an extended log source limit on a 
managed host, the extended log source limit may not have immediately taken 
effect. This no longer occurs.

Completed Event and Flow Searches with No Results No Longer Display a 
Sorting Status of 0%
Previously, in the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, event and flow 
searches that returned no results sometimes displayed a sorting status of 0%.This 
no longer occurs.

Commas in the Description Field of an Imported Asset File Are Now Handled 
Correctly
In the Assets interface, you can import asset information into STRM. The 
information must be imported from a .CSV file in the following format: 
ip,name,weight,description. Previously, if commas existed inside the 
description field, the description displayed in the Assets interface was truncated 
at the first comma in the description. This no longer occurs.

Time Series Charts Now Display Correctly in the Dashboard Interface
Previously, in the Dashboard interface, time series charts may not have appeared 
correctly after the interface automatically refreshed. This no longer occurs.
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Log Source Time Filter Now Produces Results in the Specified Time Frame
Previously, in the Log Activity interface, if you added the Log Source Time filter to 
your events lists, the specified time frame may not have been correctly applied to 
the search results. This no longer occurs.

Changes to the Alert Email From Address System Setting Now Takes Effect 
Immediately
Previously, after editing the email address in the Alert Email From Address 
parameter in the System Settings window, rules continued to send alert emails 
from the previous email address until you edited any rule in the Rules interface. 
This no longer occurs.

The event matches [log source type] Rule Test Is Now Working for All Device 
Types
Previously, the event matches [log source type] rule test was not configured 
appropriately to test all device types. This no longer occurs.

Offense Counts in the By Category View No Longer Include Closed Offenses
When viewing the By Category interface in the Offenses interface, the offense 
count may have been inaccurate. The offense count should have only included 
active and dormant offenses; however, closed offenses may have been included in 
the count. This no longer occurs.

Offense Email Alerts No Longer Display the Same Value for Source and 
Destination Network
Previously, an offense may have generated an email alert that displayed the same 
value for the source and destination network, even when the source and 
destination of the offense were located on different networks. This no longer 
occurs.

Maximum Allowable Number of Clients No Longer Causes the User Interface 
to Stop Responding
Previously, if the maximum allowable number of clients connected to your system, 
the user interface may have stopped responding. The setting that controls 
maximum allowable number of clients may have required adjusting for your 
deployment. This no longer occurs.

Commas Are Now Removed When Filters Are Removed from Event or Flow 
Search Results
Previously, in the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, in some cases, if 
you clicked Clear Filter to remove filters from a string of filters to expand your 
event or flow search results, the commas that separated the filters remained. This 
no longer occurs.
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STRM Now Presents Accurate Status Messages When Installing a Secondary 
High Availability (HA) Host
Previously, when installing a secondary HA host while, the user interface status of 
the primary host appeared as Add Failed, while, the installation was still in 
progress. This no longer occurs. The status now displays Adding Secondary. The 
following information message appears in the command prompt window when 
installing the secondary HA host: This system is currently being 
configured for High Availability - DO NOT REBOOT. The process 
may take several hours. Follow 
/var/log/setup-7.0.0.######/ha.log for the current status.

Log Source Group Filters Not Functioning Properly
Previously, in the Log Activity interface, when you applied the Log Source Group 
is not filter as your search criteria, the search results still displayed events 
received from log sources in the specified group. If you applied the Log Source 
Group is filter, only the log sources in the specified group appeared. This no 
longer occurs.

Add Filter Window No Longer Displays Incorrectly
Previously, in the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, if you used the 
horizontal or vertical scroll bar to scroll to the right or bottom of the interface, and 
then clicked Add Filter, the Add Filter window did not appear correctly; it was 
truncated on the left side or top side, or not visible at all. This no longer occurs.

Industry-Supported Special Characters Now Supported in Email Address 
Fields in the System Settings Window
Previously, on the System Settings window in the Admin interface, the Alert Email 
From Address and Administrative Email Address fields did not support 
industry-supported special characters. The following characters are now 
supported:

• Uppercase and lowercase letters - a-z, A-Z

• Digits - 0 to 9

• Characters - ! # $ % & ' * + - / = ? ^ _ ` { | } ~

• Character - Dot, period, full stop (.) provided that it is not the first or last 
character, and does not appear two or more times consecutively.

Username Parameter Value of N/A Now Functions Correctly
In the Log Activity interface, events with an unknown username display a value of 
N/A in the Username column. Previously, if you double-clicked the event to view 
the event details, the Username parameter displayed a value of NA, without the 
forward slash and provided right-click menu options. Selecting any of the right-click 
menu options yielded no results. Also, there was no search filter for events with a 
username of N/A. This no longer occurs.
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Time Series Charts with Large Time Ranges No Longer Display Incorrect 
Values 
Previously, in the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, time series charts 
that displayed data for large time ranges may not have displayed the correct 
values. This no longer occurs.

Rules Using the Username Test Now Generate Offenses Correctly
Previously, the following rules may not have generated offenses as expected:

• When the username matches the following regex

• When any of these properties match this regular expression

• When the event matches this search filter

• When any of these event properties are contained in any of these reference 
set(s)

These rules contained a legacy test from a previous release. These rules now 
function properly.

Search Criteria That Groups and Sorts on the Geographic Country Parameter 
No Longer Displays Results Incorrectly
Previously, in the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, if you performed a 
search that was grouped and sorted by the Geographic Country parameter, the 
search resulted in multiple pages that displayed empty tables. This no longer 
occurs.

Accumulator No Longer Ceases to Function
Previously, the accumulator may have ceased to function in the following 
circumstances:

• After re-applying your license and restarting services once the previous license 
expired

• After restoring a backup archive

This no longer occurs.

Application Mapping File Customizations Now Take Affect Without Manually 
Restarting Your QFlow Collector
Previously, after you edited the applications mapping file as specified in the STRM 
Application Configuration Guide, you may have been required to manually restart 
your QFlow Collector for the change to take effect in the user interface. This is no 
longer required.

Passive Profiling No Longer Experiences Timeout Issues and I/O Errors
Previously, passive profiling may have experienced timeout and I/O errors, 
resulting in the error logs filling with error messages such as An I/O error 
occurred while sending to the backend. This no longer occurs.
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Large Volume of Offenses No Longer Causes Performance Issues 
Previously, in the Offenses interface, your system may have experienced 
performance issues if there was a large volume of offenses in your database. This 
occurred because in a large deployment, daily offense database maintenance 
tasks may have taken an extended period of time, causing the system to time out. 
This no longer occurs.

Payloads for Specific Applications No Longer Appear in the Network 
Interface After Disabling Content Capture
Previously, if you modified the appid_map.conf file to disable content capture for 
an application, payloads for that application may have continued to display in the 
Network Activity interface. This no longer occurs.

Vulnerability Scans That Are Scheduled During a Deploy Process No Longer 
Display the Pending Status Indefinitely
Previously, if a scan was scheduled while a system was in the process of 
deploying configuration changes, the Scan Scheduling window displayed a status 
of Failed indefinitely. The scan never ran as scheduled. This no longer occurs.

Clicking Event/Flow Parameter Links Now Correctly Opens a New Window
Previously, in the Offenses interface, clicking the Event/Flow count link in the 
Rules Display of the Offense Details window opened a new user interface within 
the existing user interface. This no longer occurs. The new window opens and only 
contains the list of events or flows.

Internal Tunneled Connections No Longer Cause External Tunneled 
Connections to Fail
Previously, after upgrading to 2010.0 Maintenance Release 1, system notifications 
appeared when the maximum number of tunneled connections were reached, 
indicating that tunnel connections had been dropped. This issue may have also 
caused data loss. The TCP Syslog protocol is used both for internal notifications 
and for receiving event data from external systems. If internal notifications used all 
of the connections, external systems were not able to deliver their events. These 
events were not detected as dropped events, because the events never reached 
the system. Some external devices have been able to buffer their events until they 
can connect again to STRM.

This occurred because the system incorrectly counted internal tunneled 
connections, such as the tunneled connection between a managed host and a 
Console. The maximum number of tunneled connections for each managed host 
was 10. Any tunneled connections after 10 were dropped. For example, if you 
have 4 managed hosts, 12 tunneled connections were detected and a system 
notification was generated. 

This issue is resolved with the upgrade of the TCP Syslog protocol, which now 
supports unlimited TCP Syslog connections from the local host. To ensure your 
protocols are current, go to the Juniper customer support website 
(www.juniper.net/support/) and download the latest TCP Syslog protocol.
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The BB:FalsePositive: Virus Definition Update Categories Building Block Is 
No Longer Configured as a Common Rule by Default
Previously, the BB:FalsePositive: Virus Definition Update Categories building 
block was configured as a Common rule by default; however, this rule caused 
problems because it should have been an Event rule. Maintenance Release 2 
updates the building block to be an Event rule. For more information on how you 
can change the type of rule, see the Documentation Addendum.

Saved Searches Associated with Inactive or Manual Reports Can Now Be 
Resaved with the Same Name 
Previously, in the Log Activity and Network Activities interfaces, you were unable to 
resave a saved search with the same name if the saved search was associated 
with a report, regardless of whether the report was active, inactive, or manual. This 
no longer occurs. You can resave a saved search with the same name if it is 
associated with an inactive or manual report; however, you are still unable to 
resave a saved search associated to an active report. If required, you must 
deactivate the report before resaving the saved search. Additional configuration 
may be required.

Refresh Timing for Time Series Dashboard Items No Longer Causes System 
Performance Issues
The Dashboard interface automatically refreshes every minute. Time series 
Dashboard items can take longer than 1 minute to display, depending on how 
complex the time series search is configured. Previously, if a time series search 
took more than one minute to display, the item would refresh before the search 
was complete and the final results were never displayed. In addition, the search 
may have continued in the background and caused performance issues. This no 
longer occurs. Time series charts on the Dashboard now automatically refresh 
every 5 minutes. 

Ariel Proxy No Longer Enabled on Event Processors
Previously, in the deployment editor, the Ariel proxy may have been enabled by 
default for Event Processors. This may have caused errors when adding an Event 
Processor to a Console and caused problems accessing data. This no longer 
occurs.

Username Specified in Offense Email Notification May Have Differed from 
Username Specified in Offense Summary Window
In the Offenses interface, you can configure offenses to send an email containing 
an offense summary to any valid email address. The body of the email contains 
offense summary information. Previously, the username specified in the email 
notification may have been different from the username displayed in the Offense 
Summary window in the user interface. This no longer occurs.
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Transaction Sentry No Longer Restarts the ECS Because of System Error: 
Device Stopped Sending Events Rule
Previously, an error in the way that the System: Device Stopped Sending Events 
Rule was handled may have caused the transaction sentry to restart Event 
Collection System (ECS). This no longer occurs.

Large Disk Caches No Longer Cause Problems with System Performance
Previously, object caching mechanisms may have resulted in extremely large disk 
caches that affected system performance. Symptoms included dropped events, 
missing offense updates, and extended service start-up times. This maintenance 
release optimizes the handling of these caches to prevent them from growing 
beyond a small fraction of the previous size, resulting in significant performance 
gains.

Rule Search Feature Now Effectively Supports Special Characters
Previously, if your regex search string contained special characters, the Search 
Rule feature attempted a regex match, because such a match must be exact, 
allowed no searches to be returned. This no longer occurs.

Manual and Daily Reports No Longer Return a Limit of 100 Results
Previously, in the Reports interface, reports that did not require accumulated data, 
such as manual or daily reports, only provided 100 results on the generated report. 
This no longer occurs. Now manual and daily reports provide all results matching 
your requirements up to the limit specified in the Graph drop-down list box.

When Investigating Search Results That Are Grouped on the Source or 
Destination IP Address Parameter, Event and Flow Windows Now Retain the 
Filter You Applied in the Original Search
Previously, if you ran a search that grouped the results on the Source or 
Destination IP parameter in the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, 
double-clicking a group displayed a branch window in which the applied search 
filter was no longer applied. All results for the configured time frame were 
displayed. This no longer occurs.

^M Characters No Longer Causing Issues with Manually Edited Licenses
If you manually edit your license file to remove header information, as directed by 
Juniper Customer Support, the edited file may contain the ^M character. 
Previously, when you applied the edited file to your STRM appliance, the licence 
did not apply properly. This no longer occurs. When the file is uploaded, STRM 
removes the ^M character from the file.

By Source IP and By Destination IP Search Fields Are Now Validated to 
Ensure Valid IP Addresses
Previously, in the Log Activity, Network Activity, Assets, and Offenses interface, the 
By Source IP and By Destination IP search fields were not validated; therefore, 
you could enter an invalid IP address and your search would yield no results. This 
no longer occurs.
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License Manager No Longer Generates an Error When the License Is 
Manually Updated While a User Has the Report Wizard Open
Previously, if the license was manually updated while a user had the Report 
Wizard open, the license manager generated the following error message: 
java.lang.NullPointerException. This no longer occurs.

Reports No Longer Fail to Generate When Associated Saved Searches 
Generate More Results Than the Report Template Allows
Previously, in the Reports interface, reports failed to generate if the associated 
saved event or flow search generated more search results than the report template 
was configured to display. This no longer occurs.

The Distribution Parameter in Retention Properties Window Is Now Reset 
After You Delete a Bucket
In the Retention Property window, the Distribution parameter displays the 
retention bucket’s usage as a percentage of total event or flow retention in all your 
retention buckets. Previously, if you deleted a retention bucket, the Distribution 
column did not reset appropriately. For more information on the Distribution 
parameter, see the Documentation Addendum.

STRM Now Supports a Custom Device Time Parameter for DSM Extensions
Previously, in a DSM extension document, you were limited to a predetermined 
option for the device time parameter. Maintenance Release 2 provides a new 
option field: ext-data. For more information on DSM extensions, see the Log 
Source Users Guide.

Hostcontext Service No Longer Fails to Start When the Network Connection 
to the Console Is Unreliable
Previously, the hostcontext service on managed hosts may have failed to start 
correctly when the network connection to the console was congested or otherwise 
unreliable. This may have resulted in a loss of data because hostcontext failed to 
start managed services. This no longer occurs.

Connection Errors Between QFlow Collector and ECS No Longer Causing 
Memory Leaks
Previously, if a QFlow Collector was not able to connect to an Event Collection 
System (ECS), a memory leak caused out-of-memory errors to occur. This no 
longer occurs.

VFlow Collectors No Longer Drop Flows Due to Flow Buffer Size
Previously, an issue with the flow buffer size may have caused the VFlow Collector 
to drop flows. This no longer occurs.
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Event Rate and Flows Rate (FPS) Saved Searches No Longer Generate 
Inaccurate Results
Previously, in the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, the Event Rate and 
Flow Rate (FPS) default saved searches did not calculate rates correctly. This no 
longer occurs. 

Default Dashboards Now Display Properly on the Dashboard Interface
Previously, in the Dashboard interface, the default Dashboards may not have 
appeared. This no longer occurs.

Vulnerability Risk Rule Tests Now Function Correctly
Previously, the following rule tests may not have functioned as designed:

• and when the local source host vulnerability risk level is greater than 5

• and when the local source host port vulnerability risk level is greater than 5

These rule tests now function correctly.

Adding Most Recent Reports Dashboard Item No Longer Causes the STRM 
User Interface to Perform Slowly or Cease to Function
Previously, adding the Most Recent Reports Dashboard item may have caused the 
STRM user interface to perform slowly or cease to function. This no longer occurs.

Upgrades and Installs No Longer Fail on Appliances Running Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux That Have the ISO Stored on the Root Partition on sda6
Previously, on systems running Red Hat Enterprise Linux, if your system had an 
ISO file stored on the root partition or a subdirectory on sda6, the recovery script 
mounted the ISO as the recovery partition. This caused installations and upgrades 
to fail. This no longer occurs.

Known Issues and 
Limitations

This section describes the known issues and limitations for the following areas:

• General

• System Configuration

• Microsoft Internet Explorer Issues

• Offenses Interface

• Log Activity Interface

• Network Activity Interface

• Reports Interface

• Dashboard Interface

• Assets Interface

• Vulnerability Assessment

• Rules Interface
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General Typing an IPv4 Address into an IPv6 Search Filter Generates an Application 
Error
In the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, if you type an IPv4 address into 
an IPv6 search filter, the following application error message appears: There was 
a problem performing the query. Please try again later.

Workaround: Avoid typing IPv4 addresses in the IPv6 search filters. 

Amount of Required Free Space for the Patch Installer May Be 
Underestimated
When installing a patch on your STRM system, the patch installer verifies how 
much disk space is free on the appliance before attempting to unpack or install the 
patch. The installer verifies that there is at least double the size of the patch file. 
For example, if the patch file is 50 MB, 100 MB is required. If you have less than 
double the size of the patch file, a message appears, asking you to free up space 
and install the patch again.

Some patch files may copy content to two different locations. In this case, the 
patch installer may require three times the size of the patch file to be free, however, 
the message only asks you to free up double the amount of space required. Even if 
you follow the instructions in the message, your patch installation may fail to 
complete.

Workaround: None

STRM May Not Receive Data from Off-Site Sources and Targets Until You 
Deploy All Configuration Changes
After setting up and enabling off-site sources and targets, performing event or flow 
searches in the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces may not return results 
from the newly enabled off-site sources and targets. The following error message 
is generated in the log file: Unable to find host for component [n], where 
[n] is the ID of the off-site source or target. 

Workaround: Deploy all configuration changes. From the Admin interface menu, 
select Advanced > Deploy Full Configuration.

Time Series Chart May Cease to Appears When Changing the View to Default 
(Normalized)
In the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, if your view is configured to 
display a time series chart and you click Default (Normalized) in the Display 
drop-down list box, the time series chart may cease to display.

Workaround: None

Manage Search Results Window Not Accessible While Search Is Being 
Deleted
When you delete a search result, the Manage Search Results window is not 
accessible until the deletion process is complete. 

Workaround: None
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Filtering Event and Flow Lists on a Custom Property Not Functioning 
Properly
In the Network Activity and Log Activity interfaces, if you click Add Filter to create 
a filter based on a custom property and the filter uses the contains or does not 
contain option, the results are not filtered and the Current Filter section displays 
the filter option as is or is not. Also, custom property filters that use a value of N/A 
do not filter properly. 

Workaround: None

Deploying Changes Causes In-Progress Searches to Disappear
If there are searches in progress when you deploy changes in the Admin interface, 
the searches will no longer be available in the Manage Search Results window.

Workaround: None

Unsaved Searches May Show a Hyphen (-) in the Expires On Column
The Expires On column in the Managed Search Results window shows a hyphen 
(-) if you perform a new unsaved search using the same criteria and time span as 
another cached search result that has been saved. The hyphen value has the 
same meaning as a value of Never. This has no impact on your search 
functionality.

Workaround: None

Sorting Error May Display When No Sort is in Progress
When you perform an event or flow search, an error message may appear to 
indicate a sorting problem when no sort is in progress.

Workaround: None

Saving Your Search Criteria While the Search is in Progress Disables 
Options
When performing an event or a flow search, you can save the search criteria while 
the search is still in progress; however, once the search completes, not all options 
are enabled. For example, the Anomaly Detection Rule options are disabled. 

Workaround: Reload the saved search from the Edit Search screen or save the 
search again once the search is complete.

Custom Event and Flow Properties Displaying All Custom Properties in a 
Single Column on CVS Export
When exporting events or flows in Comma Separated Value (CVS) format, all 
custom event or flow properties appears in a single column.

Workaround: None
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CSV or XML Export of Ungrouped Search Results Displays All Available 
Columns Instead of the Selected Columns
When you perform a CSV or an XML export on ungrouped search results, all 
available columns display regardless of which columns you choose to display. This 
does not occur when exporting grouped search results.

Workaround: None

Assets and Offenses Interface Paging Not Functioning Properly
An asset or offense search can return multiple pages of results. If you advance 
through the pages to locate and double-click the asset or offense you want to 
investigate, the asset or offense details window appears. From the details window, 
you can click Return to Assets List or the All Offenses option in the navigation 
menu to return to the previous list. The search results displays the first page of 
results instead of returning to the page that contains the asset or offense you 
recently investigated. This can be inconvenient if you want to continue viewing 
assets or offenses from the page you recently viewed.

Workaround: None

The NOT Equals Operator (!=) Does Not Function in the AQL Event and Flow 
Query CLI
In the AQL Event and Flow Query Command Line Interface (CLI), the NOT equals 
operator (!=) returns the same results as the equals operator (=).

Workaround: None

When Editing an Event or a Flow Search Associated with a Date Range, the 
Calendar Tool Reverts to the Current Month and Day
In the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, if you click Edit Search to 
modify saved search criteria that had a specified calendar date, the calendar tool 
on the edit search window does not display the specified date; it displays the 
current month and date.

Workaround: You must select the month and date again. 

Reference Set Contents Are Unsearchable in the Log Activity and Network 
Activity Interfaces
In the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, there are no filters to allow you 
to search the contents of a reference set. 

Workaround: None

Data Exports May Fail If the Size of the Exported Data is Larger than the 
Space Available on the /store/tmp Partition
Event, flow, and offense exports may fail if the size of the exported data is larger 
than the space available on the /store/tmp partition. The system does not warn you 
that your data export is too large for the /store/tmp partition.

Workaround: None
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Enhancement-Based Log Source Extension Documents Do Not Assign a 
Default IP Address If No IP Address Is Specified in the Document
Enhancement-based Log source extension documents do not assign a default IP 
address if no IP address is specified in the document. 

Workaround: None

Events Without Valid IPv4 Addresses Trigger Rules Incorrectly
Events that do not have a valid IPv4 address in the event payload for the source 
and destination parameters derive their IP address from the log source. This 
causes an issue when the log source resides in an IPv6 network. This incorrectly 
indicates that all events from the log source shares the same IP address and this 
triggers the wrong rules, such as Excessive Firewall Anomaly rules.

Workaround: None

Clicking the Print Icon to Print Flow Details Does Not Print All Screen Text, 
Only the Text Visible in the User Interface
In the Network Activity interface, when you click the Print icon, only the text that 
appeared in the window is printed. The text that are only visible by using the scroll 
bar is not included. This condition only applies to the list of ports and IP addresses 
in the Flow Details window when viewing superflows.

Workaround: None

During Periods of Heavy Processing Load, Event and Flow Searches May 
Display a Sorting Status of 0%
In the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, during periods of heavy 
processing load, event and flow searches that do not return any results may 
display a sorting status of 0%. No error message is generated to indicate the 
search encountered an issue.

Workaround: Refresh your browser window. The search displays correctly after a 
browser refresh.

NullPointerException Error Logged If You Canceled a Search After the 
Search Completed
In the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, if you run a search and then 
click Edit Search while the search is still in progress, the following message 
appears: Are you sure you want to cancel? If you do not confirm or cancel 
this message before the search completes, and then click OK, the system 
attempts to cancel the search after it is already complete. This issue sends a 
NullPointerException error to the log file. 

Workaround: None

Regex Statements in Custom Properties Do Not Support the Percent (%), 
Semi-Colon (;), and Ampersand (&) Special Characters
Custom event and flow properties that contain regex statements that include the 
percent (%), semi-colon (;), and ampersand (&) special characters do not function 
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properly. An error is logged similar to the following statement: 
java.util.UnknownFormatConversionException: Conversion = ';'

Workaround: None

Custom Properties Containing Regex Statements That Include Any 
Derivative of Java.Lang.String Fail
Custom event and flow properties containing regex statements that include any 
derivative of the phrase java.lang.string, such as ring, va, and a, fail. 

Workaround: None

Exporting Events and Flows Takes an Extended Period 
In the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, exporting events or flows takes 
an extended period to complete. 

Workaround: None

Unable to Save Modified Search Criteria with the Same Name
In the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, if a non-administrative user 
modifies search criteria that an administrative user created and saved, the system 
does not allow the user to save the search criteria using the same name. Nor is the 
user able to close the Save Criteria dialog box.

Workaround: None

Deleting a Saved Search Removes the Search from the Database, But the 
Saved Search Still Appears in the Manage Search Results Window
In the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces, if a non-administrative user 
deletes a saved search, the saved search still appears in the Manage Search 
Results window in an error state, even though the search is removed from the 
database. 

Workaround: Double-click the saved search to view the results. You are then 
prompted to run the search again or remove the saved search result.

System
Configuration

Upgrade May Fail If the Database Replication to Remote Managed Hosts 
Takes an Extended Period to Complete
Upgrading a distributed STRM deployment involves replicating the database from 
your Console to all managed hosts. Database replication to remote hosts may take 
an extended period of time, causing the upgrade to time out and fail.

Workaround: None

LDAP Permissions May No Longer Be Correct After Restoring a 
Configuration Backup
After restoring a configuration backup, the permissions configured for your LDAP 
authentication may no longer be valid. 

Workaround: None
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TACACS Authentication Creating Offenses for False Failed Login Attempts
If you enable TACACS as your authentication type, STRM attempts to access the 
active directory for login credentials. The attempts will fail and result in offenses 
being generated. These offenses are false positive. 

Workaround: None

Deployment Editor Times Out When Inactive for Extended Period of Time
If you leave the deployment editor open and inactive for an extended period of 
time, the deployment editor could time out as a result of inactivity.

Workaround: To close the deployment editor, access your operating system’s task 
manager and terminate the deployment editor process.

HA Failover Does Not Generate a System Notification or An Audit Log Event
In an HA deployment, when the primary Console goes offline and the secondary 
Console takes over as the active host, no system notification or audit log event is 
generated. 

Workaround: None

Identity Information from Off-Site Sources and Targets Not Processing 
Correctly
When event or flow data is forwarded to or from an off-site source or target, the 
system does not process identity information. The filters in the Log Activity and 
Network Activity interfaces function properly; however, the identity table in the 
event and flow details window is not updated. 

Workaround: We recommend that you forward data to and from off-site systems 
using syslog. This workaround only applies to syslog-based systems.

If Encryption Is Enabled, All Generated Email Notifications That Provide a 
Link to the Console Provide the Wrong IP Address for the Console
If you perform an event, a flow, or an offense export with a large number of results, 
the following message may appear:

Your export job has completed. The file size exceeds the email 
attachment limit, you can download the results using the below 
link. Note that the link is valid for one download only.

<Link to download Results>

If encryption is enabled, the link to the downloaded results may have the wrong 
link. The link may include a Console address of 127.0.0.1, which is an error. 

Workaround: None

Right-Click Menu Option for Encryption in the Deployment Editor is 
Misleading
In the deployment editor, the Encrypt Traffic - off option that appears when you 
right-click an off-site source or target may be misleading. This option appears to 
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indicate that encryption is enabled and that selecting this option disables 
encryption; however, the opposite is also true. This option indicates that encryption 
is disabled and you can select this option to enable encryption.

Workaround: None

When Deploying Configuration Changes, an Information Message Does Not 
Display to Indicate Impacts to System
When configuration changes are deployed, either automatically or manually, no 
warning appears to indicate that there is a brief gap in data collection.

Workaround: None

Disabling a Log Source on the Same Host as a Protocol Source Causes the 
Log Source to Fail
If a protocol source and a log source are configured on the same host, the log 
source may fail if the protocol source is deleted. 

Workaround: Restart the Event Collection System (ECS) service.

Removing a Secondary HA Host While the System Is Redeploying Fails and 
Does Not Allow You to Try Again
In the System and License Management window, if you remove a secondary HA 
host while the system is redeploying, an error message similar to the following 
message appears: Failed to removed High Availability on Managed 
Host. The error message does not indicate the reason why the action failed or 
allow you to try to remove the secondary HA host again.

Workaround: None

STRM Elements That Reference the Network Hierarchy Objects Do Not 
Update When the Network Hierarchy Is Updated
STRM elements, such as assets, offense sources and destinations, rules, and 
building blocks, are typically associated with objects in your network hierarchy. If 
you update your network hierarchy and remove an object associated with a STRM 
element, the associated element no longer functions. 

Workaround: None

After Upgrading from STRM 2009.2 to STRM 2010.0, the SNMP Agent May 
Cease to Function
After upgrading STRM 2009.2 to STRM 2010.0, the SNMP agent ceases to 
function. STRM 2010.0 introduced net SNMP as the SNMP agent. The previous 
SNMP agent used port 8001, however, net-SNMP uses port 161. Currently, the 
SNMP is not configurable in the user interface.

Workaround: Change the default port to 8001, as follows:

Step 1 Using SSH, log in to STRM as the root user.

Step 2 Access the /etc/sysconfig/snmpd.options file.

Step 3 Locate the following line in the file:
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OPTIONS="-Lsd -Lf /dev/null -p /var/run/snmpd.pid -a"

Step 4 Edit the line as follows: 
OPTIONS="0.0.0.0:8001 -Lsd -Lf /dev/null -p /var/run/snmpd.pid -a"

Step 5 To restart the SNMP service:
/opt/qradar/init/snmpd restart

Destination IP Search Parameter Does Not Function for Remote Destination 
IP Addresses
In the Offense Search window, if you type a remote IP address in the Destination 
IP field in the Search Parameters section, the search does not filter for the 
specified destination IP address.

Workaround: None

Restoring a Failed Secondary HA Hosts Fails if IPv6 Tunneling Is Disabled
If you disable IPv6 tunneling on your High Availability (HA) cluster, the secondary 
host fails to restart and the Failed status appears in the System and License 
Management window. Any attempt to restore the failed secondary HA host using 
the Restore System option in the user interface fails. 

Workaround: For assistance restoring your failed secondary HA host after 
disabling IPv6 tunneling, contact Juniper Customer Support.

STRM Appliance Is Not Assigned a Management IP Address if the Appliance 
Is Installed Without the Network Cables Physically Connected 
When installing a STRM appliance, if you do not connect any network cables 
before starting the appliance and installing STRM, none of the interfaces on the 
Management Interface window are selected by default. If you press Enter to select 
Next without explicitly selecting a management interface and then complete the 
installation, the STRM appliance is not assigned a management IP address.

Workaround: You can assign an IP address using the qchange_netsetup utility. For 
instructions on using the qchange_netsetup utility, see the STRM Installation 
Guide. If you attempt to use the qchange_netsetup utility and an error message 
appears to indicate that you have undeployed changes, contact Juniper Customer 
Support.

Microsoft Internet
Explorer Issues

Deployment Editor May Not Open in Internet Explorer (IE) 8 or 9
If you are using IE8 or IE9 to access STRM and you do not have the Java plugins 
required for use with these browser versions installed on your desktop system, the 
deployment editor may fail to open. The following message appears: Click OK 
to download and install JRE 6.0. 

Workaround: Re-install Java as recommended and allow Java to install the 
recommended browser plugins.
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Error Occurs When Investigating Events from the Offenses Interface Using 
IE8
If you are investigating events in the Offense interface, a stack overflow error 
may occur. This occurs after you click the Events button and then double-click an 
event to view the event details. 

Workaround: None

Excessive Web Browser Memory Consumption
When you are using Internet Explorer to access STRM over an extended period of 
time, excessive amounts of memory are consumed and may eventually cause the 
browser to cease functioning. 

Workaround: Periodically minimizing your browser window releases memory 
consumption and significantly increases the amount of time before a browser 
crash.

List of Events and List of Flows Window Contents Disappear After Moving 
Your Mouse Pointer over an IP Address or a Username
When you are using IE8 to access STRM, if you move your mouse pointer over an 
IP address or a username in the List of Events or List of Flows window, the 
window’s contents disappear.

Workaround: Minimize and then maximize the window to display the contents 
again.

Offenses Interface When Exporting Offenses, the Waiting for Export to Commence Window May 
Not Display
In the Offenses interface, after you investigate an event and select either Actions 
> Export to XML or Actions > Export to CSV options, the Waiting for export to 
commence window may not display.

Workaround: None

Exploit: Chained Exploit Followed by Suspicious Events Rule May Not 
Generate Expected Responses
Source and destination IP addresses can be chained, meaning that a destination 
IP address of one offense can become the source IP address for other offenses. 
STRM 2010.0 introduced a new method of indexing offenses based on offense 
type. The Exploit: Chained Exploit Followed by Suspicious Events rule relies 
on the offense type; therefore, it stops adding events to an offense after the 
destination IP address becomes a source IP address. Instead, a new offense is 
created. In this way, the rule is not effectively reporting events in the chained 
offenses.

Workaround: None
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Destination IP Column Does Not Sort Single IP Addresses Correctly in 
Offenses Interface
In the Offenses interface, when you sort offenses by the Destination IP column, 
offenses with single destination IP addresses do not get sorted. Offenses with 
multiple destination IP addresses sort correctly.

Workaround: None

Number of Events or Flows in the Events or Flow Window May Not Match the 
Values in the Event/Flow Count Parameter on the Offense Summary Window
In the Offense Summary window on Offenses interface, you can click the links in 
the Event/Flow Count parameter to view a list of events or flows associated with 
the offense. The resulting list may include more offenses than is specified in the 
Event/Flow Count parameter.

Workaround: None

Offense Counts in the By Category View Include Inactive Offenses
When viewing the By Category interface in the Offenses interface, the offense 
count may be inaccurate. The offense count should only include active and 
dormant offenses; however, the count includes inactive offenses. 

Workaround: None

Exporting Selected Offenses Results in All Offenses Exporting to CSV or 
XML 
If you export a selection of offenses to CSV or XML, the resulting file may contain 
all offenses in your system, not only the offenses you chose to export.

Workaround: None

While Configuration Changes are Deploying, Open Offenses May Resend 
Previously Sent Email Alerts
When configuration changes are deployed, the ECS service restarts and may 
resend previously sent email alerts for all open offenses. 

Workaround: Add a test that only sends emails when the magnitude of an offense 
changes to rules associated with the resent email alerts.

Search Results For Offenses That Are Assigned to Any User Include 
Unassigned Offenses
When searching offenses, if you choose Any from the Assigned to User 
drop-down list box, the results include unassigned users.

Workaround: None

Some Closed Offenses May Not Be Removed from the Database According 
to the Offense Retention Period
Closed offenses may be maintained in the database longer than the configured 
offense retention period. This is due to where in the offense retention time span an 
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offense is closed. The affected offenses are removed when the next offense 
retention period elapses.

Workaround: None

Offenses May Not Contain All Events That Caused the Offense to Generate
In the Offenses interface, an offense may not specify all the events that contributed 
to the offense. This occurs if the offense is indexed on a parameter, such as the 
Log Source parameter, and there are two log sources contributing to the offense. 
The offense may not include events from the non-indexed log source.

Workaround: None

Log Activity Interface Mapping Events to the Unknown/Stored Events Category
Using the Map Event button available in the Event Details window, you can map 
events to the Unknown/Stored category. Please note that after you map an event 
to the Unknown/Stored category, you cannot change the mapping. STRM does not 
allow events in the Unknown / Stored category to be remapped to a new category.

Workaround: Avoid mapping events to the Unknown/Stored category. 

Grouped Event Count Is Incorrect When Investigating Events Grouped By 
Event Processor
When performing an event search that is grouped by the Event Processer 
parameter, the event count displayed next to the Multiple link on the results page 
does not match the number of results returned after you click the Multiple link. The 
event count in the original search is correct. 

Workaround: None

Using Certain Offense Property Tests and Device Tests in the Same Rule May 
Cause the Rule to Not Function
If you use the following tests in the same rule, the rule may not generate offenses, 
as expected:

• Offense Property test: when a new offense is created

• Log Source test: when the event(s) were by one or more of these log source 
types

An error may appear and the rule does not generate offenses. 

Workaround: None

Event Searches Grouped by Log Source Group Parameter Take an Extended 
Period of Time to Complete
If your deployment includes a large number of log sources, performing an event 
search that filters on the Log Source Group parameter may take an extended 
period of time to complete.

Workaround: None
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AccountName Custom Event Property Does Not Parse Correctly
If the value for the AccountName custom event property is a phrase that contains 
spaces, the value is truncated at the first space. For example, Test Group 1 
becomes Test.

Workaround: None

EventID (Custom) Filter May Not Filter Correctly
In the Log Activity interface, the EventID (Custom) filter is not filtering correctly. 
The filter should search for an Event ID that directly matches your filter criteria, 
however, it looks for all Event IDs that contain your filter criteria. For example, 
when searching for an Event ID of 624, the filter results could include 4624. 

Workaround: None

Log Source Time Filter Does Not Function Correctly If Your Desktop System 
Is in a Different Time Zone Than Your Console
In the Log Activity interface, when you add the Log Source Time filter, you must 
specify a time to filter for. The time you select using the calendar and drop-down 
list boxes is not the time that actually gets applied to the filter. The time is derived 
from your desktop system time, not the Console time as expected. If your desktop 
system is in a different time zone than your Console, this creates issues with the 
validity of the filter results.

Workaround: None

Network Activity
Interface

Source If Index, Destination If Index, Source ASN, and Destination ASN 
Columns Sort Incorrectly
In the Network Activity interface, the Source If Index, Destination If Index, Source 
ASN, and Destination ASN columns do not sort correctly.

Workaround: None

Flow Source Filter Does Not Filter on Flow Source Name
In the Network Activity interface, the Flow Source filter only filters on the 
Hostname parameter instead of the Flow Source parameter. The Flow Interface 
filter filters on the Flow Source name. 

Workaround: None

Time Series Charts Based on Total Bytes (AVG) Calculate Results Incorrectly
In the Network Activity interface, any time series chart that displays Total Bytes 
(AVG) provide inaccurate results. The results are calculated as a sum and not an 
average.

Workaround: None
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Link Utilization Saved Search Causes Out-of-Memory Errors in the 
Accumulator
In the Network Activity interface, the Link Utilization search, which you can access 
through the Quick Searches menu, may cause out of memory errors in the 
accumulator. This saved search is enabled and accumulates data by default. 

Workaround: If you receive an Accumulator Out of Memory system notification, 
contact Juniper Customer Support.

Reports Interface Clearing the PDF Check Box from Reports Results in PDF Still Being 
Generated
When editing a report, if you clear the PDF check box in the Choose a report 
format window and then generate a report, the PDF is still generated with the 
report and distributed through email.

Workaround: None

Report Does Not Generate Successfully If Configured with a Deleted Event 
or Flow Search
If you delete an event or flow search that is included in a report template, no 
warning appears in the user interface. Subsequently, any report template that 
includes a deleted event or flow search does not generate reports successfully. 

When a report fails to generate because the associated event or flow search was 
deleted, the following error message is logged in the error log:
Sep  1 01:18:10 127.0.0.1 [report_runner] [main] 
com.q1labs.reporting.ReportServices: [ERROR] 
[NOT:0000003000][172.16.77.106/- - ] [-/- -]Can't load custom 
view param data for id 7bc0c606-3b2e-412e-8a6a-de16f767187d in 
template admin#$#95c58892-310b-4bc9-bfbd-091e8b79cee5.xml

Workaround: None

Chart Legends in Generated Reports May Display Truncated Legend Labels
In the Reports interface, generated reports may include charts that have legends 
displaying truncated legend labels.

Workaround: None

Error Occurs If a Generated Report Is Not Associated Correctly With the 
Required Accumulated Data
In the Reports interface, an error occurs if a generated report is not associated 
correctly with the required accumulated data. The following is an example of the 
error message: Unable to get virtual view with reference 10053 for 
chart Failed Logins by Username for the Past Week for template.

Workaround: None
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Chart Legends May Not Display Correctly in Generated Reports
In the Reports interface, a generated reports containing a chart may display the 
chart legend incorrectly when the chart represents many objects.

Workaround: None

Reports May Fail to Generate Email if Neither of the Email Suboption Is 
Selected
In the Choose the report distribution channels window of the Reports Wizard, if 
you select the Email option but do not select at least one of the two following 
options: Include Report as an attachment (PDF / RTF only) or Include link to 
Report Console, the report fails to send the email.

Workaround: None

Dashboard Interface Error May Occur When Detaching Dashboard Items from the Interface
In the Dashboard interface, when you detach an item, an error may occur if the 
chart within the items takes an extended amount of time to appear. 

Workaround: None

Top Sources Dashboard Item Displays a Parameter That No Longer Exists in 
STRM 2010.0
In the Dashboard interface, the Top Sources Dashboard item displays the Threat 
parameter with no associated values. There are no values because the Threat 
parameter no longer exists in STRM 2010.0. Also, in the Top Sources Dashboard 
item, if you click a source in the list, a closed offense may appear. 

Workaround: None

Assets Interface Attempting to Search on Same Server Type Results in Error 
In the Assets > Server Discovery interface, if you perform a search on the same 
server type (for example, FTP servers), the search is not completed and an error 
message appears in the log files indicating Cyclic rule dependency chain 
detected.

Workaround: None

Unable to Delete Assets That Have a Value of Never in the Last Seen Column
In the Assets interface, you are unable to delete assets that have a value of Never 
in the Last Seen column.

Workaround: None

Vulnerability
Assessment

Successful Scan Showing Incorrect Status
If a scanner performs a successful scan after a failed scan has occurred, the Scan 
Scheduling window displays a status of failed for the scanner. It appears that the 
actual scan has failed, when in fact the status refers to the scanner and not the 
scan.
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Workaround: None

Unable to Edit Newly Created Scan Schedules After Deploying Changes
After creating a scan schedule and before the first scan is performed, if you deploy 
any configuration changes in the Admin interface, the scan schedule can no longer 
be edited. 

Workaround: None

After Adding a Scanner and Scan Schedule, the Scanner and Scan Schedule 
Remains in Pending Status If Changes Are Deployed After the Scheduled 
Scan Time Is Elapsed
After creating a scanner and scan schedule, if you deploy your configuration 
changes after first scan is scheduled to perform, the scanner and scan schedule 
both display a status of Pending indefinitely and the scan is never run.

Workaround: Delete the schedule and add a new schedule.

Rules Interface Duplicate Building Blocks After Upgrading to STRM 2010.0
When upgrading to STRM 2010.0, you are asked to choose one of four tuning 
options. In the upgrade script, we recommend that you choose option 1. If you 
choose options 2, 3, or 4, many building blocks are duplicated. This duplication 
does not cause any rules to cease functioning, however, locating specific building 
blocks and rules for updating may be confusing. 

Workaround: We recommend that you choose option 1 during the upgrade. All 
rules, saved searches, custom properties, and reports are reset to the STRM 
2010.0 default tuning template. You can also restore the default tuning template 
after an upgrade by running the template_setup script. 

CAUTION
If you run the template_setup script, all custom rules, searches, reports, and 
reports are removed and need to be recreated. We recommend that you note 
custom tuning so that you can reproduce it after the upgrade.

Special Characters in Rule Names Generating Errors
In the Rules interface, rules that have special characters in the Rule Name 
parameter may generate errors. 

Workaround: None

The Source Is Located In Rule Test Is No Longer Available, But Is Still 
Included in Default Building Block
In the Rules interface, the BB:CategoryDefinition: Countries with no Remote 
Access building block is preconfigured using the when the source is located in 
rule test; however, this rule test is not available in the list of rule tests. 

Workaround: The when the source IP is a part of any of the rule test has 
replaced the when the source is located in the following geographic network 
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locations rule test. You can use this rule test if you want to add tests to the 
building block.

Reference Set Imports May Not Function Properly
The Rules interface allows you to create rules to import event and flow data into a 
reference set. In some circumstances, the configured rule may not import all 
matching events or flows data in a reference set.

Workaround: None

Anomaly: Potential Honeypot Access Rule Description References 
Functionality That No Longer Exists in STRM 2010.0
The description for the Anomaly: Potential Honeypot Access rule is not 
accurate; however, the rule functions properly. The description references Network 
Surveillance interface functionality, which no longer exists in STRM 2010.0.

Workaround: None

The Event Name Specified in the Rules Wizard Response Window Does Not 
Appear in the Events Interface
When creating or modifying a rule, you can specify the name of the event that is 
created as a response to the rule. When the rule generates an event, the event 
name does not match the event name you specified. It specifies the low-level 
category name. The event name you specified is located in the payload of the 
event. 

Workaround: None

New Building Blocks Are Not Displayed in the List of Building Blocks
In the Rules interface, the list of building blocks does not appear newly created 
building blocks until after the Tomcat service is restarted.

Workaround: Restart the Tomcat service.

Unable to Filter On “Other” Geographic Countries or Exclude “Other” 
Geographic Regions from Rule Test
The Other option is not available in the list of options for the Geographic Country 
filter on the Log Activity and Network Activity interfaces. It is also not available in 
the geographic networks list in the following rule test: and when the source IP is 
a part of any of the following geographic network locations. This makes it 
difficult to exclude Other in rules and filters.

Workaround: For rules, you can use the and NOT source IP in geographic 
network test. 

Port-Based Rule Tests Do Not Accept Comma-Delimited Lists
In the Rules wizard, port-based rule tests, such as when the source port is one 
of the following ports, does not accept comma-delimited lists.

Workaround: None
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Documentation 
Addendum

This section includes documentation updates including:

• Record Parameter in Event and Flow Retention Windows

• Creating Reports

• Modifying Event Mapping

• Editing Rules

• Updated Tuning Template

• Creating Custom Reports
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Record Parameter in
Event and Flow

Retention Windows

The STRM Administration Guide specifies that the Records column in the Event 
Retention and Flow Retention windows specifies how many events or flows are 
stored in each retention bucket. The name of the Records parameter is changed 
to Distribution. The Distribution parameter displays the retention bucket’s usage 
as a percentage of total event or flow retention in all your retention buckets.

Creating Reports The STRM User Guide provides a procedure for creating a report. In the 
descriptions for the Daily Scheduling and Hourly Scheduling parameters, the 
Targeted Data Selection check box is removed.

Modifying Event
Mapping

The STRM User Guide provides a procedure for modifying event mapping in the 
Investigating Events chapter. Step 5 of the procedure is now as follows:

If you do not know the QID you want to map to this event, search for a particular 
QID using one of the following options:

a    To search for a QID by category, select the high-level category from the 
High-Level Category drop-down list box.

b    To search for a QID by category, select the low-level category from the 
Low-Level Category drop-down list box.

c    To search for a QID by log source type, select a log source type from the Log 
Source Type drop-down list box.

d    To search for a QID by name, type a name in the QID/Name field.

e    Click Search.

A list of QIDs are appears. 

Editing Rules The Editing a Rule procedure in the STRM Users Guide is updated as follows:

To edit a rule:

Step 1 Click the Offenses tab.

The Offenses interface appears. 

Step 2 In the navigation bar, click Rules. 

Step 3 From the Display drop-down list box, select Rules. 

Step 4 Select the rule you want to edit. 

Step 5 From the Actions drop-down list box, select Edit. 
The selected rule appears. 

Step 6 Edit the parameters. See Table 7-1.

Step 7 Optional. If you want to change the rule type, click Back and select a new rule 
type.

Step 8 Click Next.
The Rule Response window appears. 

Step 9 Edit the parameters:
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• See Table 7-3 for event, flow, or common rule parameters. 

• See Table 7-4 for offense rule parameters. 

• See Table 7-5 for anomaly detection rule parameters.

Step 10 Click Next.
The Rule Summary window appears.

Step 11 Review the edited rule. Click Finish. 

Updated Tuning
Template

This maintenance release updates the template with new and updated local recon 
rules. The following table identifies recon rules that have modified to apply the 
Local to Local (L2L) context:

Table 1-1   Tuning Template Changes

Rule Updated Rule
Recon: Local RPC Server Scanner Recon: Local L2L RPC Server Scanner
Recon: Local Web Server Scanner Recon: Local L2L Web Server Scanner
Recon: Local Windows Server Scanner Recon: Local L2L Windows Server 

Scanner
Recon: Local SNMP Scanner Recon: Local L2L SNMP Scanner
Recon: Local TCP Scanner Recon: Local L2L TCP Scanner
Recon: Local UDP Scanner Recon: Local L2L UDP Scanner
Recon: Local ICMP Scanner Recon: Local L2L ICMP Scanner
Recon: Local Suspicious Probe Events 
Detected

Recon: Local L2L Suspicious Probe 
Events Detected

Recon: Local Database Scanner Recon: Local L2L Database Scanner
Recon: Local SSH Server Scanner Recon: Local L2L SSH Server Scanner
Recon: Local IRC Server Scanner Recon: Local L2L IRC Server Scanner
Recon: Aggressive Local Scanner 
Detected

Recon: Aggressive Local L2L Scanner 
Detected

Recon: Local Scanner Detected Recon: Local L2L Scanner Detected
Recon: Local DHCP Scanner Recon: Local L2L DHCP Scanner
Recon: Local DNS Scanner Recon: Local L2L DNS Scanner
Recon: Local FTP Scanner Recon: Local L2L FTP Scanner
Recon: Local Game Server Scanner Recon: Local L2L Game Server Scanner
Recon: Local IM Server Scanner Recon: Local L2L IM Server Scanner
Recon: Local LDAP Server Scanner Recon: Local L2L LDAP Server Scanner
Recon: Local Mail Server Scanner Recon: Local L2L Mail Server Scanner
Recon: Local P2P Server Scanner Recon: Local L2L P2P Server Scanner
Recon: Local Proxy Server Scanner Recon: Local L2L Proxy Server Scanner
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This maintenance release also adds the following rules to apply Local to Remote 
(L2R) context to the recon rules:

• Recon: Local L2R RPC Server Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R Web Server Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R Windows Server Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R SNMP Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R TCP Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R UDP Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R ICMP Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R Suspicious Probe Events Detected

• Recon: Local L2R Database Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R SSH Server Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R IRC Server Scanner

• Recon: Aggressive Local L2R Scanner Detected

• Recon: Local L2R Scanner Detected

• Recon: Local L2R DHCP Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R DNS Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R FTP Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R Game Server Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R IM Server Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R LDAP Server Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R Mail Server Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R P2P Server Scanner

• Recon: Local L2R Proxy Server Scanner

Creating Custom
Reports

In the Managing Reports chapter of the STRM User Guide, the description for the 
Daily Scheduling parameter in the Connections, Event/Log, and Flows container 
detail tables is as follows:

The Daily Scheduling section appears only if you selected the Daily scheduling 
option in the Report Wizard.

Choose one of the following options:

• All data from previous day (24 hours)

• Data of previous day from - From the drop-down list boxes, select the time 
starting from which you want to generate the report. Time is available in 
half-hour increments. The default is 1:00 AM.
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Clearing the Cache To clear your cache and access the STRM interface:

NOTE
The Java Runtime Environment must be installed on the desktop system you use 
to view STRM. You can download Java version 1.6.0_u24 at http://java.com/. 

Step 1 Clear your Java cache:

a    On your desktop, select Start > Control Panel. 
The Control Panel appears. 

b    Double-click the Java icon.

The Java Control Panel appears. 

NOTE
If you are using Microsoft Windows 7 as your operating system, the Java icon 
may be located under the Programs section, depending on how your Control 
Panel is configured to display features.

c    In the Temporary Internet Files section, click View.

The Java Cache Viewer appears.

d    Select all STRM Deployment Editor entries. 

e    Click the delete icon . 

f    Click Close.

g    Click OK.

Step 2 Open your Web browser.

Step 3 Clear the cache of your Web browser:

a    If you are using Internet Explorer 7 or 8, select Tools > Delete Browsing 
History.

b    If you are using Internet Explorer 9, click the gear icon in the right corner of the 
browser window, select Internet Options > General, and then click Delete in 
the Browsing History section.

c    If you are using Mozilla Firefox 3.6.x and above, select Tools > Clear Recent 
History > Clear Now.

NOTE
If you are using Mozilla Firefox, you must clear the cache in Internet Explorer as 
well as in Mozilla Firefox.

Step 4 Log in to STRM.
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